The historical center of a city that city's past experiences, social and economic structure, life philosophy, cultural knowledge transfer to today are the most important point of emphasis. But these areas are located in new buildings in the settlement were pushed into the second plan, are difficult to be detected, they become passive areas in the city. Whereas the historical centers, developing a protectionist approach, ensuring effective use by urban, should be transferred to future generations are the most important cultural assets. For this date tissues; only the protection, retention areas to be protected rather than protection - assessment - addressing the scope of development, integrated conservation approach should be evaluated in the context of.

In Proceedings; Join in our country, protection and planning problems experienced in urban centers evaluated, integrated conservation is discussed under. Spatial as a whole has been able to reach up to the present day, reflecting the architectural characteristics of different historical periods and market housing having tissue, Afyonkarahisar Urban Site Area and planning activities related to the protection is discussed. This is in line Afyonkarahisar on Urban Site Area, protective zoning plan has been developed integrated approach are analyzed and recommendations.